New Music for Young Musicians Composer Competition

James Madison University

Official Entry Form

Include this entry form when submitting your score and recording

E-mail (as scanned pdf) or mail this official entry form along with required materials by the postmark date on the website (http://www.jmu.edu/music/areas/new-music-for-young-musicians/index.shtml)

Carefully follow all rules and application requirements from the website

All applicants please print

Any questions should be directed to Brian Cockburn, at (540) 568-6978 or briancckbrn@jmu.edu

Name of Applicant (print): ___________________________ Age as of Postmark deadline: ____________

Street Address: ___________________________ ___________________________ ___________________________

City: ___________________________ State: ___________ ZIP or Postal Code: ___________________________

Where did you learn of the Competition?: _______________________________________________________

Phone (home): ___________________________ (mobile): ___________________________ (work): ___________________________

E-mail: _____________________________________________________________

Composition Title: _____________________________________________________________

Check one box. This work is entered into: [ ] Choral Category [ ] Instrumental Category

Check one box. This work is: [ ] An original composition [ ] An arrangement of a public domain work

If your entry is an arrangement of a public domain work, provide the name of public domain composition and composer (if applicable):

If your entry has text or lyrics, check one box, below.
The text [ ] is in public domain [ ] cleared for use by copyright holder (include documentation)

Entry Agreement

My signature below affirms my acceptance of the rules of the James Madison University New Music for Young Musicians Composer Competition. I further warrant and guarantee that all compositions and/or arrangements entered by me are my own unpublished and original works and sole property, and that no part of this work infringes upon the copyright or other right of any other work, or person. I authorize James Madison University to make up to 5 copies of the score and recording for backup and judging purposes. I release all persons connected with the competition (including judges) from any claims resulting from the possible loss of materials submitted.

The decisions of the competition shall be final and binding on all matters relating to all aspects of the competition.

Agreed and accepted.

_____________________________________________ Date __________________________________________
Signature of Applicant

_____________________________________________ 
Signature of Parent or Legal Guardian if Applicant is a minor

______________________________ 
Print Name of Applicant

______________________________ 
Print Name of Parent or Legal Guardian (if applicable)